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Registrant's telephone number, including area code: 732-524-0400

Check the appropriate box below if the Form 8-K filing is intended to simultaneously satisfy the filing obligation of
the registrant under any of the following provisions:

o    Written communications pursuant to Rule 425 under the Securities Act (17 CFR 230.425)

o    Soliciting material pursuant to Rule 14a-12 under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.14a-12)

o    Pre-commencement communications pursuant to Rule 14d-2(b) under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.14d-2(b))

o    Pre-commencement communications pursuant to Rule 13e-4(c) under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.13e-4(c))
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Item 7.01  Regulation FD Disclosure.

On January 22, 2013, during the fourth quarter/full year 2012 earnings conference call with the investment
community, the Company announced that it is initiating an exploratory process to evaluate strategic options for its
Ortho-Clinical Diagnostics business.  All options will be evaluated to determine the best opportunity to drive future
growth and maximize shareholder value. Options include a possible divestiture if it is determined that Ortho-Clinical
Diagnostics could have greater potential as part of another organization whose focus is more closely aligned with its
core strengths, or by operating as a stand-alone company.  At this time it is not certain that any transaction will be
consummated.
(This report contains "forward-looking statements" as defined in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995.
The reader is cautioned not to rely on these forward-looking statements. These statements are based on current
expectations of future events. If underlying assumptions prove inaccurate or unknown risks or uncertainties
materialize, actual results could vary materially from the expectations and projections of Johnson & Johnson. Risks
and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, general industry conditions and competition; economic factors, such
as interest rate and currency exchange rate fluctuations; technological advances, new products and patents attained by
competitors; challenges inherent in new product development, including obtaining regulatory approvals; challenges to
patents; significant adverse litigation or government action; impact of business combinations; financial distress and
bankruptcies experienced by significant customers and suppliers; changes to governmental laws and regulations and
domestic and foreign health care reforms; trends toward health care cost containment; increased scrutiny of the health
care industry by government agencies; changes in behavior and spending patterns of purchasers of health care
products and services; financial instability of international economies and sovereign risk; disruptions due to natural
disasters; manufacturing difficulties or delays; and product efficacy or safety concerns resulting in product recalls or
regulatory action. A further list and description of these risks, uncertainties and other factors can be found in Exhibit
99 of Johnson & Johnson's Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended January 1, 2012. Copies of this
Form 10-K, as well as subsequent filings, are available online at www.sec.gov, www.investor.jnj.com or on request
from Johnson & Johnson. Johnson & Johnson does not undertake to update any forward-looking statements as a result
of new information or future events or developments.)

SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be
signed on its behalf by the undersigned hereunto duly authorized.

Johnson & Johnson
 (Registrant)

January 22, 2013 By: /s/ Lacey P. Elberg
Lacey P. Elberg
Assistant Secretary
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